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københavn 4/5-65

DEAR PAIK

I should like very much to know if you have got a letter from me 3 weeks
ago. Yes or no?

in this letter stood:
We have a theater (a small one, 115 seats) in the middle of copenhagen
and we can get it for you the 5. and 6. of september. It is our plan that you
and Charlotte Moorman should do the cello-program saturday afternoon
at 4 o'clock and a quite new program sunday night at 8 o'clock or maybe
you have another proposal, but at first we want to know if you can go to
Stockholm at that time too, if you can not do it then I will try to arrange it
on another data - october - november - december?

I should like to know if you have got a letter from me 3 weeks ago. YES or
NO?

DUT, you maybe remember the organization will pay. many people should
like very much to see you again. Ofcourse it is a little difficult to have a
come back after a really good performance (Louisiana) lot of talk and
discussion afterwards, but I think it is the best moment now if you can -
want - will - has to - I myself want to see your new face.

I should like to know if you have got a letter from me 3 weeks ago. yes or
no?

I think I will go to Berlin with Vostell soon, make a _    ' _
he wrote me that you will come too 
baden da

I should like to                                                         Yes or no?

the truth: bread and children

what time is it
is it what time
time is it what




